Our new skirt will
be worn by all
students choosing
a
skirt
from
S e p t e m b e r
2019.
The skirt
was chosen by the
students
and
is
available now at Birds of Dereham.
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Carrying on our reflections feature from Year 11s and 13s who
are just about to depart the College, this week we spoke to House
Captain and apparent future motivational speaker and life coach
Ollie Bennett for his thoughts as he finishes Year 11. He titled his
work “10 reflections on 5 years of life at Wymondham College”.
Part 1 is below, and part 2 will feature next week. Take it away….
1. It’s the little things that count. Holding a
door open or asking how someone’s day
went really do add up to making the world
a happier place.
2. Your happiness is up to you. This ones
taken me a while to learn although being
simple in principle. It comes down to the
fact that you control how you see the
world and if you see it positively you’ll be
happier.
3. Exercise helps. Skipping over the
biological benefits, its somewhere that
hard work really pays off and can be a
great confidence boost.
4. The power of good habits. I have many
good habits at school, from going to the
gym every morning to getting an early
bedtime. They all help me become more
productive and achieve greatness.
5. People change, so let them. Over time
peoples characteristics and personalities
change especially during the coming of age
years we inhabit. So let them change. Your friends may leave you
but don’t hold them back. Let them be who they want to be.
Insightful stuff. Numbers 6-10 on
Ollie’s list in the next issue.
We’ve selected a number of
Peel
GCSE
photography
works from the past few
years to feature in our
constantly on-going kitchen
re-vamp. Currently we’re
sorted with fine art, and
now we’re adding a lot of
photography. Here’s one of
our favourite pieces.

https://www.birdsofdereham.com/
shop/product/pleated-skirtwymondham-college-28775/
The skirt costs from £21 and should
be bought to sit on the knee. Those
families in receipt of Pupil Premium
can use their allowance to purchase
uniform from Birds – they will need
to contact Mrs Becky Arnold
( a r n o l d b e . s t a f f @
wymondhamcollege.org) in the first
instance.
We’re feeling super duper proud of
Sophia P this month, who won and
got herself a gold medal in the
British Modern Tetrathlon last
weekend at the University of Bath,
scoring 1111 points overall. Modern
T etr a hlo n i nvol ve s r unni ng ,
shooting, swimming and fencing.
So chances are Sophia could chase
you down James Bond style…. and
then
still
run
a
marathon
afterwards.
Probably.

Year 7 parents evening is on
Thursday night this coming
week, running from 6-8pm. It is
up to the students themselves to
book and arrange appointments
with teachers. If you have any
further queries or concerns
please direct them in the first
instance to your child's tutor.
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